> ----- Original Message ----> From: "JULIO WILLIAMS" <jcwilliams@prodigy.net>
> To: <john@starpeople2000.com>
> Cc: "Karl Rudbach" <karl@kvhlaw.com>; "Devra West"
> <devrawest@montana.com>
> Sent: Saturday, January 06, 2007 2:58 PM
> Subject: The line in the sand has been drowned!
>
>
> Mr.Watson,
Over the last few years I have been witness to your
continuous attacks to Devra West and the non profit.
This obsession has taken a turn to a display of
behaviors which as a physician I can say they are very
typical of the mentally ill and /or Machiavellian
mind. Your distortion of past events as well as your
attempts at recruiting members of the organization and
students of Dr. West Teachings for your own personal
gain is not only unethical and immoral but also low
class and dirty.
I remember you very well when you were brought to the
organization to mainly fund raise and attract new
benefactors that would support our projects. You came
across as a "money savvy individual whom emphasized
his back ground as a corporate raider".It is
interesting that today your focus still remains on
money. You also sat in the classes and partook of the
teachings of wisdom that were offered by Dr.West Surya
Ma.
There were two interesting developments: 1- you did
not do what you were supposed to do(in spite of your
self proclaim expertise in the financial world). There
is no evidence of any fund raising or any benefactor
that was brought into the organization by your
efforts.
2- As a student that you also were when you sat in the
classroom during Dr.West teachings you did not make
the grade!
I do not pretend to lecture you in spiritual
progression but since you continue to make all kinds
of claims against Dr. West and the non profit it would
be important for you to know that "the truth only
comes to those who have purity of heart".

Your dispute with Dr.West(Surya Ma)and the non profit
was a choice that you made based on your personal
ambitions (which plain and simple are rooted in greed)
just like choosing not to recognize Dr.West(Surya
Ma)as a spiritual teacher and that is your
prerogative. But at the end of the day the fact
remains that you did not contribute a single penny to
the organization and have nothing to show for that you
could claim was of your own making. You go off the
tangent with implicit comments but forget that Dr.West
is the sole agent responsible for sustaining the
organization (and all its branches).Without her there
is no organization. She was and still is the main
source of income through the teachings and donations
and gave all of her personal funds to keep the
organization going. It is very clear that after she
moved from Victor the "group" did not create anything
sustainable and those who left including you have not
contribute in anyway to fulfill the financial
obligations of the organization up until this date.
Understand that we Americans work very hard to earn a
living.You did not produce any results during your
involvement with the organization and yet claim that
you should be paid sums that fluctuate anywhere
between 9k and 90k.
You have been given the opportunity to look at the
facts and act accordingly in a civilized way but
instead you have decided to take the lower road(left
hand path) and that is your own decision.
No one in this country gets pay for doing nothing.
No one in this country gets away with defamation and
deliberate obstruction of the way personal businesses
are conducted. Every one has a right to exist in our
society even when there are differences and
disagreements. Dr.West right to exist as who she is is
not conditioned to any of your claims or to your idea
of how she should exist.I hope you understand that
very clearly!!.
Your new attacks and bogus claims posted in the web
site are an example of individuals that are out for
themselves without any higher purpose in life and with
disregard for the greatest good of humanity. It is
quite clear that your behavior does not embody the
philanthropic spirit of the organization.

Your latest claims of sexual immorality on the part of
Dr. West and the organization members is an indication
that you have gone to far. But I will make something
very clear to you. Your actions are not going to slide
by. There will be legal consequences and you will have
to respond to them.
Know that as you continue to obstruct the daily
activities in Dr.West every day life she does not
occupy herself with your false claims of bogus phone
calls in the middle of the night and all your e-mails
go directly to the attorneys office.
Hear me very clearly now "THE LINE IN THE SAND HAS
BEEN DROWN". If what you are after is money (and /or
the Victor property)it is going to take a lot of your
own personal money to try and get it. Your latest
figure of 90k payment(for what??) Will be a drop in
the bucket compare to the expenses and legal fees you
will have to pay. I have personally allocated Two
million dollars for Dr. West defense and legal
expenses. If you want to continue with your insanity
go head but just know that you will have to go through
me first.If you want to wrestle with me in the legal
arena know that I will do everything in my power to
bring you down.
Your actions will have consequences and I will
personally see to it that it happens.
You will have your day in court and the opportunity to
express whatever it is you want to say.
Dr.West(Surya MA) will also have her date in court and
the loads upon loads of documented proof will be
presented.In addition you will have to respond for
your recent actions. The courts will then decide.
I don't know about you but I made my decision a long
time ago .I will stand for that which is truth not
only during legal proceedings but also in every
aspects of my every day life and interaction with the
rest of humanity.
Respectfully,
Julio E. Williams,MD

--- John Watson <john@starpeople2000.com> wrote:
Spoken like a fully paid up member of the cult
> Julio!
>
> By the way Mike Hendrickson (who is next in line,
> after me, to take your
> leader to court - hope you have more millions for
> him) shared a rumor that
> Ms West physically abused Pat Cole and that you
> Julio gave evidence on
> behalf of Devra suggesting that in your opinion, as
> a senior cult member,
> (I'm sorry - doctor) that Pat was delusional! Any
> truth to that Julio?
>
> Now, you bring on your millions of dollars Julio if
> you can get Ms West out
> of this hole you'll be a magician.
>
> But I am curious Julio, you are a man of your
> integrity - are you not? Then
> tell me why is it that you do not seem concerned
> about the many people who
> have been physically abused, the Marion Cantwell's
> the Nanji Cochrane's, the
> Susanah Felder's etc. Why is it that you do not
> seem concerned about the
> money that has been extorted and beaten out of the
> weak like Marion
> Cantwell, Dave Kushner etc. Why is it that you do
> not seem concerned about
> all the lies and manipulation that you are now a big
> part of that keeps Ms
> West and her cult in business. Why is it that you
> are not concerned that
> the Fred Burr property has been 'stolen' from the
> charity and put in Ms
> West's personal trust and then half conveyed to her
> son?
>
> I am not interested in the latest rewrite of history
> about my time at DU &
> MM. Did you not hear Ms West refer to me as her
> knight in shining armor or
> was it the handsome prince (I'll have to go back on

> my own web site and
> listen to what she said when she visited me at my
> guest house in 2003) Ms
> West has admitted in her own words and in great
> detail (see my web site) to
> cheating me out of pay and a shareholding for
> Millennia Mind Inc. and yet
> that does not bother you either Julio? No you are
> not upset Julio because
> you are obviously as corrupt as she is! You will go
> to any lengths to keep
> the truth from being known so that the Sith Queen
> can go on to hurt, cheat
> and beat others and you Julio, for selling your
> soul, get to sit at her top
> table and bask in the glory!
>
> What upsets you and Ms West most of all is that all
> of deceit and your
> little empire built on the tears and money of others
> is about to come to an
> end! Here is some free advice Julio, I suggest you
> save what little of a
> reputation you have left and get off the sinking
> ship before you go down
> with it! Now after your brave little speech how
> about giving me your
> address so my lawyers can serve you for defamation?
> Remember that web site
> you and the other two doctors were brain washed into
> putting that stated
> that I stole documents? Bad move! But I guess if
> you have millions to spare
> your not worried - are you? Are you still married
> Julio? I ask because
> relationships tend to go sour around you know who!
>
> Since we are now corresponding buddies please pass
> the message on to your
> mistress that more 'uploads' have been added today
> to my sites. Of course
> she will have to go to the web site to listen to the
> audio files. I have
> much more of this information to put up and will be
> adding to it each day!

> Anyone who looks at the ever increasing volume of
> information available
> about your mistress cannot help but come to the
> conclusion that there is not
> only a lot of smoke but a raging fire to boot!
>
> It is a shame we are not living in the Middle Ages
> in those times they
> rewarded people like you and Ms West with a noose
> around your necks! As it
> is your leader has been a very, very naughty person
> and will soon be going
> to court to face the music! However, given what is
> coming in the next seven
> days, it looks like long before that happens she
> will be very unemployed.
> Tell me does she pay for her prescription drugs?
>
> Put your puffed up ego away Julio there is nothing
> you can do for Ms West,
> save your self before you get sucked down with her!
>
> John Watson
>
> PS I'm curios has Ms West abandoned the PhD and the
> D.D. in favor of an MA?
> PPS In your title / subject line did you mean a
> line, "The sand has been
> drawn." Saying a line in the sand has been drowned
> is kind of mixing your
> metaphors?
Mr Watson ,
You will have your date in court.
You fuck with me and you will meet your match.
Julio E. Williams,MD
>

